CONDOR - Coforge's Intelligent Contract Automation framework, created on the Pega Infinity™ Platform

Coforge is a digital transformation services company with North America headquarters in Princeton, NJ. As a Pega Platinum level partner, Coforge is recognized by Pega and industry analysts as experts in digital process automation solutions. With over 20,000 employees and 30+ delivery centers globally, Coforge partners with clients to deliver solutions designed for business value in an agile manner.

What is Condor

Condor is an Coforge Intelligent Contract Automation framework that orchestrates the dynamic assembly, rules-based routing, versioning and contextual event alerts for enterprise specific agreements.

Imagine contracts that generate themselves, which orchestrates collaboration on situational clauses, understands where they need to "go next", and routes for digital signatures when finalized. Once e-signed, the Condor based intelligence can update relevant stakeholders in finance, procurement, business units and any others when certain contractual elements are reached or about to expire. Or even better, the updates are presented for review & approval vs. actioned.

Why manage your agreements by email + brittle contract management + document storage systems which create siloed knowledge & manual processes? With Coforge Condor, a touchless, intelligent & situational contract automation process is within reach.

Specialization

Specialized versioning of documents gives users the ability to create custom categories for specific purposes and dynamically group them by region, language or any other, limitless specifications.

Always on Event Automation

Condor is “always on”, which means your specialists don’t need to note or remember when something needs to be modified, extended or business stakeholders need to be notified. Financial components of an agreement will automatically trigger actions once nearing their dates, or any other performance thresholds. Renewals or contract closure processes can be automatically initiated for any level of agreement dates or performance measures, without limit.

Hyper search and update

Systems & users can search the entire content of all finalized documents, creating a limitless, fluid contract automation environment. Through article & specialize level updates, business rules or users can apply changes in seconds vs. days, weeks and months, with just a few clicks.

For more information, contact information@coforge.com
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Coforge is a leading global IT solutions organization, enabling its clients to transform at the intersect of unparalleled domain expertise and emerging technologies to achieve real-world business impact. We leverage AI, Cloud and Insight driven technologies, allied with our industry expertise, to transform client businesses into intelligent, high growth enterprises. Today our proprietary platforms power critical business industries. Our 21,000 technology and process consultants engineer, design, consult, operate and modernize systems across the world.

Learn more about Coforge at: www.coforge.com